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Abstract
Many engineering architectures can be represented as graphs comprised of components and their connections. This project develops the methods for expanding structured components in graphs representing
architectures. In addition, we investigate a number techniques to increase the efficiency of the overall
approach.

1

Background Information
Graph-based methods can be used to represent design architecture problems. For example, using the

work in Ref. [1], the specification of the potential hybrid powertrain architectures can be represented by:
C = {V, G, M, P, E},

R = [1, 1, 2, 1, 1]T ,

P = [1, 3, 1, 3, 1]T ,

X = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0]T

(1)

where C set is the assigned colored labels for the different component types, R vector is the number of
replicates of the colored labels, and P vector represents the number of ports or number of connections for
the component type. The labels in this example represent V : Vehicle, G: simple Gear, M : Motor, P :
Planetary gear, E: Engine. Using the information from (C, R, P ), one potential architecture and its graphbased representation is shown in Fig. 1. Detailed information on how to enumerate all the graphs using
(C, R, P ) is in Refs. [1, 2].

Figure 1: A hybrid powertrain (both simple and structured graph representations).
There are two types of components: simple (0) and structured (1), represented by X. A simple component
is defined as a component where the labeling of the individual connections is not important, while the
distinction between connections is essential for structured components. The work in Refs. [1, 2] focused on
simple components only. In this project, we address the generation of graphs with structured components.
We define a structured graph as a graph whose structured components have all their connections labeled (or
expanded), and simple graph is when all connections are unlabeled or unexpanded.

2

Expanding All Structured Components

Simple graphs do not provide enough information when some components are structured [1]. For example,
in the simple graph in Fig. 1, the connection labels in structured component P (namely, S: sun, R: ring,
and C: carrier) need to be defined for a proper architecture. To properly describe the desired architectures,
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we expand all the structured components in the graphs, generating all possible orders of these connection
labels. It is possible that multiple connections (i.e., a multiedge) exist between simple components. An
example would be two planetary gears that have two distinct connections between them [3]. Furthermore,
there may be internal loops where a component is connected to itself. Continuing with our example, the R
and S in the planetary gear could be connected, creating an internal loop.

2.1

Total Required Permutations

Generating all possible structured graphs from a single simple graph requires the generation of the appropriate permutations of the connection labels for each structured component. For example, the expansion of
the planetary gear component in the hybrid powertrain is shown in Fig. 1, generating six structured graphs.
Consider the structured components with pi total number of ports, ri is the number of replicates, and `i
internal loops where i is the i-th structured component type. Then the total number of graphs N produced
by expanding all structured component types is bounded by:
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internal loops

where ! is the factorial function and !! is the double factorial function. This is an upper bound since some
graphs may not be unique (discussed in the next section).

2.2

Tree Graph Representation of the Expansion Process

The expansion process of all the structured components can be seen as visiting all nodes in a tree graph.
This is visualized for a specific architecture problem in Fig. 2c. Each node in the tree represents a graph
produced after a single structured component is expanded. At each level, one structured component is
expanded and the multiple branches represent the different permutations defined in Eqn. (2).

(a) Tree representation.

(b) Purple path.

(c) Orange path.

Figure 2: Tree-based representation of expansion process.
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Generating the Set of Unique Graphs More Efficiently
During the expansion process, isomorphic (or similar) graphs can be produced. An example of this is

shown in Fig. 3, where both structured graphs represent the same architecture. In general, we only want
the set of nonisomorphic (or unique) architectures. We could check the entire N graphs after all structured
components are expanded, but (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 graph comparisons would be needed. In this section, we
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Figure 3: Two isomorphic structured graphs.
explore ways to reduce the total number of graph comparisons needed.

3.1

Checking Isomorphic Graphs at Each Level

An alternative to checking for colored graph isomorphisms at the end of the process (the original method)
would be to check for isomorphisms at each level during a breadth-first search of the tree [4], termed levelorder isomorphism (LOI) checking. Recall the levels in the tree represent the expansion of a single structured
component. The LOI checking method can potentially remove isomorphic intermediate graphs, reducing the
size of the tree and potentially reducing the number of graph comparisons needed. The LOI method can
perform either better or worse depending on the extent of the isomorphic nature of the graph set. The
minimum number of graph comparisons needed occurs when all graphs are isomorphic (N = 1) as illustrated
in Fig. 4a, since we eliminate most graphs at each level and LOI method greatly outperforms the original
method. On the other hand, the LOI method performs poorly when all graphs are unique as illustrated in
Fig. 4b because the comparisons at each level do not eliminate any graphs. Typical architecture problems
of interest involve many isomorphic graphs, so the LOI method would be selected.

(a) All graphs isomorphic.

(b) All graphs unique.

Figure 4: Two extreme cases using the LOI method.

3.2

Ordering of Components

We explored the effect of different component orderings (six different methods) on the efficiency of LOI
method. Different orderings change the structure of the tree because different structured components are
expanded in different orders. In general, the most efficient method was to sort the number of ports in an
increasing order.

3.3

Checking of Connection Sets Between Two Structured Graphs

Child graphs from the same parent graph have the same ordering of their structured components. As a
consequence, if we can determine the mismatch between any set of connections in the structured components
between two graphs, we can conclude that two graphs are unique (not isomorphic) without complete isomorphism checking. For example consider the graphs in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. Since the connections related to C
and A are different between the two graphs (i.e., {2, 3} ∪ {1, 2} = {1, 2, 3} =
6 {2, 3}), we can conclude that
these graphs are different. This simple check is much faster than a complete isomorphism check. However, by
comparing connection orders of the Fig. 5a and Fig. 5c graph, we cannot decide whether the two graphs are
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Figure 5: Comparing different connection sets to determine if two graphs are potentially isomorphic.
unique so the complete isomorphism checking would be needed. In general, this check reduces the number
of complete isomorphism checks needed, reducing computational expense.

4

Example from Ref. [3]
From the work in this project, we were able to replicate the hybrid powertrain architectures found in

Ref. [3] using their assumptions. For one planetary gear there are 120 architectures, and for two planetary
gears there are 3618 architectures.
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